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On Great Lakes Water Quality
Lorado Taft
and two of his
Chicago
Sculptures
by Adrian Alexander

he majestic beauty and
awesome potential of the
Great Lakes have inspired
quite a range of artistic endeavors,
including lndian lore, the images of
romantic nineteenth century poets, and

Chicago's example of this tradition,

Lorado Taft s great bronze sculpture,
The Fountain of the Great Lakes." The

fountain is in the formal garden of the Art
Institute facing Michigan Avenue and

was dedicated in 1913, the rst

commission of the B.F. Ferguson Fund.

The ve female gures are grouped
so that water ows from shells they hold
in the same way that it passes through

the Great Lakes System. Superior at the
top holds her shell 22 feet above the

=3.
t .

fountains base. The water ows from
her s and Michigan's shell to Huron s,
Erie s and to Ontario who gestures off to

Lorado Taft at work on the plaster casts for the Fountain of Time.

the east in the direction of the ocean.

As he often did, Taft found inspiration

for this work in classic mythology. Taft

wrote of his youthful fascination with the
myth of the Danaides, the beautiful
sisters who were bound eternally to the
hopeless task of carrying water in sieves

to atone for killing their husbands. For
Taft the sisters of myth became ve

American Danaides sending the
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had time to develop its own artistic
traditions and looked to Europe,
especially The Ecole des Beaux-Arts of
Paris. This government supported
school was the academic guardian of
neo-classicism in Europe and was the
mecca for all American architects and

Chicago to begin his career. He was
given major responsibilities for
sculptural decorations for The

Columbian Exposition, The Chicago
Worlds Fair of 1893. One of the legacies
of this Fair is the Midway Plaisance, a

artists who wanted to establish

E

impeccable credentials.
Lorado's father, Don Carlos, was from
New Hampshire and was graduated
from Union Theological Seminary. He

.i
_,
i

brought his wife, Mary Lucy Foster to
Elmwood, Illinois where he became

Congregational minister, and where

Lorado was born. He soon moved the

family to Urbana, Illinois to become

professor of Geology at the newly
founded University oflllinois. Besides his

mile long two block wide esplanade that
had been the site of the fair s
entertainment midway. it joins Jackson
Park on the lakefront with Washington
Park a mile inland. Along its northern
side are arrayed the neo-Gothic

quadrangles of the University of
Chicago.
From the time he moved his studio to
a brick barn on the south side of the
midway in 1906 Taft envisioned this

expanse decorated in the grand manner.
Running its length would
be
a lagoon

theological training he was thoroughly
grounded in classical literature and in a
pinch would teach almost any course in
science that lacked an instructor. His
mother was accomplished as pianist
and artist. Lorado was tutored at home

spanned by bridges. Statues of the
world s great men would be placed
along the sides and a great fountain

parents especially encouraging the
humanist endeavors.
Young Lorado was inspired by the

granted the money for the construction

would accent each end.

Only the Fountain of Time at the west

end of the midway was ever sculpted. In

until he entered the University, the

1913 the trustees of the Ferguson Fund

of this huge work. The fountain was to
commemorate 100 years of peace
between England and the US. that
began with the 1814 treaty settling all

collection of some 900 plaster casts of
celebrated classical sculpture ordered
from European museums by the

University

President.The great crates

Fountain of Time

holding this collection arrived at the

international Joint
Commission

University in l874. Lorado and his father

United States and
Canada

those that had broken. This collection
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helped in the unpacking and repairing

made an astonishing effect in the small
western town and on Lorado, reinforcing
his aspirations to be a sculptor.
On the very day that he received his

master s degree in 1880 he boarded a
train for New York to set sail for France.

His native talent served him well in the
rigorous training of the Beaux-Arts
school and from the beginning he took

rsts in the annual salons. This school
gave him the stylistic foundation that
was to characterize his life's work.
ln 1886 Taft returned to the U.S. and

border disputes with Canada. lts
inspiration was in a couplet by poet

Austin Dobson:

Time goes, you say? Ah, no,
\
Alas, time stays; we go."

The 120 foot long wave of humanity
courses before the dispassionate gaze of
the hooded gure of time. The aged and
vigorous youth, babes in arms and
young lovers, craftsmen with the tools of

trade surround the central gure of a

helmeted warrior on horseback. All are

separated from the gure of time by a
re ecting pool of water.
The huge scale of the work meant that

some innovative construction technique
had to be used. The cost of carving the
fountain in marble or casting it in bronze

was out of the question. The solution

2
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was to cast it in reinforced concrete. This
meant that some 4,500 full scale mold

pieces in plaster had to be assembled on
site for the casting to take place. The
advent of World War I interrupted the
construction. It was not until 1922 that
the fountain was finished and dedicated.
About the Author

Adrian Alexander is a great admirer of Lorado
Taft s work and has been involved with the work of
historical societies in the Chicago area in writing
about the sculptor and arranging for his creations
to be seen and known by more people.
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Persons interested in learning more
about this program should send a
self-addressed and stamped No. 10

envelope to: American Hiking Society
Volunteer Vacations, PO. Box 86, No.
IScituate, MA 01060.

(Minnesota Out of-Doors, Jan. - Febj
1984.)

BOOKSHELF
Two publications are available from the
Acid Rain Foundation, lnc., 1630
Blackhawk Hills, St. Paul, Minnesota

55122:
The Acid Rain Resources Directory

lists public, private, and educational

resources currently available on the
subject of acid rain. Sections include
legislation, conferences, basic
Outdoorama in Detroit, February 24 - March 4.
Pictured are Henry Alting of Michigan
Consolidated Gas Company and your editor.
(Photo Courtesy of MichCon)

references on acid rain, current books,

and other important sources of

information. ($6 US.)

International Directory of Acid

Deposition Researchers was compiled

VOLUNTEER FOR
WILDERNESS DUTY
Volunteers between 16 and 70, in good
physical shape, with a desire to combine

an exciting vacation with hard work to

help preserve the nation s wilderness
resources are needed.

The nonpro t organization, the
American Hiking Society, is recruiting

teams of volunteers to work in national
parks and wilderness areas this
summer. Armed with picks and shovels,
the volunteers will build new trails,

maintain old trails and help with a variety
of projects designed to make these

areas safe, attractive and accessible.

Volunteers work for ten days out of a

two-week vacation in areas as varied as
Arizona, Alaska, Maine and Hawaii.

Teams consist of eight to 12 volunteers
with diverse backgrounds from all over
the country. They supply all their own
personal gear.

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1983

by the North Carolina State University
Acid Deposition Program under a
cooperative agreement with U.S.E.P.A.
Corvallis Environmental Research
Laboratory. Listing over 1400 scientists,
it will facilitate the exchange of
information on the acid deposition
phenomenon and its effects. (U.S.

$6/lnternational $10)
i

tt

The NOAA GreatLakes Ice Atlas by RA.
Assel, F.H. Quinn, G.A. Leshkevich and

SJ. Bolsenga, GLERL Contribution No.

299, is now available from the

Department of Commerce, the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, National Environmental
Satellite, Data and information Service,

Washington, DC 20233.

(US) from the author at Pennsylvania

State University, New Kensington

Campus, 3550 Seventh Street Road,

New Kensington, Pennsylvania 15068
tt

t

Ontario's Ministry of Natural Resources

hasjust issued a new map, but it is old--it
is a 1784 re-issue, a special bicentennial
year commemorative souvenir. The
map shows the part of Canada that
became Ontario plus parts of New York

and Quebec, lndian nations, forts,

trading posts, major lakes, rivers and

historical sites. It will be available in
many locations and at the Canadian
National Exhibition (mid-August), or

you can write to MNR, Lands and Water
Group, 99 Wellesley Street West,
Toronto M7A 1W3 (416) 965-6046.
tlttt

Interested in what Sweden has done
about its acid rain problem? Ask for
Acidi cation a boundless threat to our
environment" from the National
Swedish Environment Protection Board,
Box 1302, 517125 Solna, Sweden.
titti

An Ontario Ministry of the Environment
biological comparison on the Detroit
River between 1968 and 1980 shows
improved water quality. The biological
surveys showed improved water quality
conditions particularly along the
Canadian side. An Assessment of the
Bottom Fauna and Sediments of the
Detroit River" uses bottom sediment
and bottom-dwelling organisms as
indicators of pollution levels on the

United States and Canadian sides of the
river. Copies of the report are available
from the Ministry of the Environment,
Water Resources Branch, 1 St. Clair
Avenue West, 4th Floor, Toronto,
Ontario M4V 1K6.
it...

U.S. Canadian Transboundary
Relations, the Case of Great Lakes Water

Quality, by Marshall E. \Mlcher is a

34-page monograph available for $5

How to train young people to organize a
community clean-up, or arts project, or
other environmental improvements is

the subject of a high school and college

3
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curriculum now available from the
Council on the Environment of New
York City. The price of CENYC'S
Training Student Organizers
Curriculum" is $2 per copy, checks

should be made payable to: Council on

(US) or more. Regular journal issues
devoted to special topics are described
below.

0 Niagara River Pollution Problem,
1983; 232 pp.; Sediments, water
quality, biota, chlorinated

the Environment, Inc," and sent to:

CENYC, 51 Chambers St., Rm. 228,
New York, NY 10007, Barbara Beise

hydrocarbons, trace organics. $5.

0

(212) 566-0990.

The 90-page, two-part curriculum
consists of classroom type lesson plans
and activities for use by high school,

college or advanced junior high school

teachers, supervisors of teenage youth
groups, and community organizations
that work with schools. Part I covers key
urban environmental issues. Anti-litter
and anti-noise campaigns, recycling
centers and murals are among the
examples given of environmental
improvement projects which students
can organize. Part II deals with the

Physical-chemical interactions,

pesticides, PCB, metals, biotic

impacts, modeling. $5.
0

.tit'

The Ontario Chapter of the Soil

Conservation Society of America

recently published a position paper on
the problem of soil erosion in Ontario.
The paper defines problems and

presses for the government to act upon
some of the very possible and
necessary solutions". For a copy write

to: R.B. Chang, Secretary, Ontario
Chapter SCSA, 740York Mills Road, Ste,
506, Don Mills, Ontario M38 1W7.
f

'.

The Journal of Great Lakes Research,

published by the International
Association for Great Lakes Research, is
devoted to research on the Great Lakes

of North America and other large lakes

of the world. A complete, 24-issue set,
containing volumes 1-8 of the journal

(1975-1982), is available for $120 (US.

currency). The journal index is available

for $5 (US) or free with orders of $50
https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol9/iss3/1

Ecology of Filamentous Algae,
1982; 237 pp.; Bangia,

Cladophora, Ulothn'x eld
ecology, applied
studies--modeling, remote

sensing, PCB, annotated

bibliography. $15.

0 Long Point Bay - Nanticoke,
1981; 162 pp.; Baseline impact
analysis for power generating
plant, steel mill, oil re nery on Lake

how-to s" of project organizing and

includes sections on needs assessment,
publicity, outreach, fundraising and
evaluation.

Contaminants and Surface

Films, 1982; 137 pp.;

Erie; ecosystem characterization.

$5.

0

Limnology of Lake Superior,

1978; 308 pp.; Historical
developments, sediments,

The January 23, 1984 issue of
Chemical and Engineering News has
an extensive article on Detergents - the
action is in reformulation (pages 17-40).
t ltti

The Trophic Status of Nearshore
Waters in Southern Lake Huron at Three
Ontario Water Supply Intakes
1976-1981 prepared by Gordon J.
Hopkins, describes and interprets data
obtained from a water monitoring
program at water supply intakés located
at Goderich, Grand Bend and Sarnia
(Lambton Area). Phytoplankton data
have been collected since 1964 and
complementary chemical data have
been collected at weekly intervals since

1976. The main goal of this expanded

program was to monitor ie nearshore

water quality over a longterm (ten years
or more) with emphasis on selected
trophic state indices. For further
information or copies, contact,
Laboratory Services and Applied
Research Branch, Ministry of the

Environment, 135 St. Clair Avenue
West, Toronto, Ontario M4V 1P5

(416-248-3058).

climate, energy/water budgets,
circulation, transparency, water
chemistry, ion loadings, plankton,

benthos, sh. $5.
0 Atmospheric Contribution, 1976;
225 pp.; Pollutant pathways,
sampling and measurement

techniques, nutrients, metals,

biotic impacts, acid rain. $5.

Membership in the International
Association for Great Lakes Research
includes the journal and is available in
several categories: member ($25),

student ($15), and library ($50).

Membership applications and orders for
back issues of the journal should be
directed to: Mr. William L. Richardson,

US. EPA, Large Lakes Research Station,
9311 Groh Road, Grosse Ile, MI 48138.
Payment should accompany all orders.
*

tti

ititt

The not-in-my backyard syndrome, a

296-page proceedings of a Two Day

Symposium on Public Involvement in
Siting Waste Management Facilities

held February 1984 is available for \
$20.00 Canadian funds (includes
postage and handling). Send cheque or
money order (payable to York

University) to: Faculty of Environmental

Studies, York University, 4700 Keele St.,
Downsview, Ontario M3J 2R2.
tt

Michigan Sea Grant has a 3-part Great
Lakes curriculum package for middle
schools called Investigating the Great
Lakes Environment. The units are The

Sea Lamprey Story, Great Lakes Fishing

in Transition, and Great Lakes Water

Quality. They were prepared for use

throughout the Region, including

Canada.

4
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Just released is Great Lakes Fishing
in Transition, a collection of classroom

and field trip activities and two filmstrips

which teaches more thanjust the history
of fishing on the Great Lakes--it also

teaches a wide variety of skills and
socio-economic concepts.
The units provide background

reading for the teacher, separate teacher
and student instructions, and require the

use of only easily acquired, inexpensive
materials. All units were written by
campus-based education specialists
working with university, agency, and
private experts from a range of
disciplines. The units were also
classroom tested by more than 1,000
students in urban and rural Michigan
schools. Each unit takes four or ve
weeks of classroom time, but is

designed so that the individual activities
can be used separately. Each unit costs

$37.50 (US. funds). To order the units

or to learn more about them, contact

Michigan Sea Grant Communication,
The University of Michigan, 2200

Bonisteel Blvd., Ann Arbor, Ml 48109,

(313) 764-1138.

Two New
Advisory
Groups Formed
n January 30, 1984
the Canadian Environmental Assessment
Research Council (CEARC) was formed
to advise on scienti c improvements to
environmental assessment in Canada.
Under the auspices of the Federal
Environmental Assessment Review
Of ce (FEARO) the Council will: advise
government, industrial, and academic

research organizations; identify the
priority of research needs from an
environmental perspective; promote

5
state of the art reviews of relevant
research topics; and encourage the

development of multi-sectoral
approaches to research problems of

common concern.

Some of the research themes to be
considered by the Council include: (a)
scienti c protocols for the prediction of

change and environmental monitoring;

(b) risk analysis and the management of
uncertainty; (c) procedures and
methodology for information on

management and decision making; (d)
identification of administrative and

procedural dif culties; (e) mitigation

and compensation; and (f) post-project
evaluation.
The Great Lakes Commission has

established a Technical Advisory

Committee on Research and
Developments. Its purpose is to
enhance the Commission s issue

identification and decision-making
process and, ultimately, strengthen its

ability to improve governmental and

private sector management,

development, conservation and
protection of the Great Lakes System."
In accomplishing this purpose it will
pursue the following objectives:

1. identify future research and

development needs to ensure the
wise use, development and
management of the Great Lakes
System.
2. Recommend to the GLC those
research and development priorities
that need greater support in the
United States.
3. Respond to GLC requests for
information and/or advice on issues
before the Commission.
4. Encourage synthesis and
extrapolation of research and
development information by
Commission member states and

other entities engaged in
management and use of the Great
Lakes resource.

5. Facilitate information exchange and
involvement between the
Commission and research and
development organizations in the
public and private sector.

6. Periodically provide to the

Commission, via its committees and
subcommittees, a recommended list
of agenda items for consideration at
their respective meetings.

The group will have up to 20
members plus observers from
international commissions, Ontario,
Canada and national science centers.

The secretariat will be provided by GLC

staff. For details contact Michael
Donahue, GLC, 2200 Bonisteel Blvd.,

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109;
(313) 665-9135.

ECOSYSTEM
WORKSHOP
PROCEEDINGS
roceedings of the
Ecosystem Workshop
held in Hiram, Ohio,
March 1983, are ready for publication

(See page 14, Focus 8-4 for Workshop
Information). The workshop organizers
want to know if there is suf cient
demand for the document to warrant a
special publication. Please write to the
editor if you would be interested in
receiving a copy. Requests will be

forwarded to Dr. Jack Vallentyne.

PEOPLE
Donald W. Jeffs is the new Director,
Southeastern Region of the Ontario

Ministry of the Environment, an area of

3.6 million hectares (9 million acres)
with 1.2 million residents. Mr. Jeffs, a
former member of the Pollution from
Land Use Activities Reference Group,
will be located in Kingston.
tt

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1983
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resolution of Ontario's environmental

wide-ranging changes to oodplain

and land use challenges. Membership is

management. The six-member
committee held 15 public meetings and
received some 300 written submissions.
The report, contains 13

available to leading practitioners in the

field at a cost of $175.00 per year.
Regular luncheons are held on a

bi-monthly basis at Red Wood" in
Downtown Toronto's Sheraton Centre.
The Club - The Association of Public
Consultation Practitioners - is a program
John Gannon - Trefor Reynoldson

John Gannon and Trefor Reynoldson

have joined the staff of lJC s Great Lakes
Regional Of ce in Windsor. John holds
a BS in Biology from Wayne State, an
MS. in Fisheries from the University of
Michigan and a Ph.D. in Zoology from
the University of Wisconsin. He was
Associate Director, the State University
Research Center at Oswego and Adjunct
Associate Professor of Biology, State
University College at Oswego and
SUNY, College of Environmental

Sciences and Forestry at Syracuse. He
was President of the International
Association for Great Lakes Research,
1982-83. John has been deeply involved
in developing curricula for outdoor
educators.

Trefor has a BSc in Zoology from
Leeds, England and an MSc in Aquatic
Ecology from the University of Calgary.
He spentten years with the Water Quality
Control Branch of Alberta Environment
during which he completed a PhD at the

University of Lancaster (England) on

oligochaeta population dynamics. He is
particularly interested in monitoring

activities, integrating chemical and

biological data bases, and in translating
technical data into information useful in
decisions affecting water management.

conceived by a consulting rm, the Land

Use Research Associates (LURA) group
in Toronto, Ontario. Member Services
will include:
0

six complimentary luncheons for

members, chaired by keynote

speakers in the eld;

0 up-to date exchanges of
information of public involvement
0

and social impact techniques and
strategies;
discussions on speci c case

0

a contact network for practitioners;

studies, enabling practitioners to
share experiences rst-hand;
0 workshops and forums;
o The Club Newsletter.

For further information contact:
Margaret Yu, at LURA, 208 Bloor St. W.,

Ste. 603, Toronto, Ontario. Telephone
(416) 926-8124.

'

BRIEFS
New York State has proposed guidelines
which call fora ban on all shing in part

of three Lake Ontario tributaries:
lrondeqout Creek (near Rochester),
Little Sandy Creek and Lindsay Brook

(east of Oswego). The ban would be in

THE CLUB

effect from August 15 through
November 30 to protect salmon
returning to spawn for the rst time.
(Soundings, April 1984)

The Club is a forum for public
consultation practitioners to share

The Taylor Committee, appointed in the

experiences, frustrations, and

information with colleagues. it is

designed to contribute toward the

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol9/iss3/1

fall of 1983, presented its report to the
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources in

late March recommending

recommendations, is available for

public review at district and regional

of ces of the Ministry of Natural

Resources, and was sent to identi ed
interested groups with a request for

comment within 90 days. Once all

comments have been examined a new

provincial oodplain management
policy is to be drafted and issued under
The Planning Act.

Ontario Ministry of the Environment will

make available grants totalling $7

million for environmental and health

related research contracts to be
awarded to universities and private

research organizations in the scal years
1984-85 and 1985-86. Of the $3.3
million allocated for 1984-85, $1.2 is

already committed to ongoing research
projects initiated during the past two

years. The balance of $2.1 million will be

used to initiate new research. Ongoing
projects include:

0 Research on the contamination of
recreational waters by viruses or

bacteria and the possible effect on

human health. The University of
Toronto is in the second year of

this research.
0 Ontario Research Foundation

examination into ways of
improving sampling and analytical

methods for leachates and
contaminated groundwater.
0 Development of a mathematical

model to predict the behavior and

effects of spills of hazardous
substances on soil and

groundwater is under way at the
University of Waterloo.

Ontario municipalities are receiving

$500,000 in current grants from the
6
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Environment Ontario Waste
lmprovement program. The objective of

the program is to provide financial

assistance to municipalities, especially

smaller ones, to relieve the burden

imposed on them in meeting the
standards required for the safe disposal

of municipal waste. On old now-closed

sites work includes grading, fencing,
seeding and the installation of gas vent
pipes; at operating landfill sites the funds
are used to improve access roads,

fences and surface run-off drainage
systems and for hydrogeological, gas
migration and other related studies.
iiit

Wisconsin Department of Natural

Resources hasappealed to the US Food
and Drug Administration for guidelines
on human consumption of fish
contaminated with furans. More than
half of sh tested at sites in the state,
including Lake Michigan, contained
furans (Soundings, April 1984)
ii...

This summer the American-Canadian
Line of Warren Rhode Island will be

offering 12-day cruises of Lake Huron

and Georgian Bay, beginning in Detroit
and Owen Sound, on the Caribbean
Prince, an 80 passenger ship. For
information or reservations call in the
United States 1-800-556-7450.
ttt'

Canada and the United States have
renewed and updated their emergency
response agreement for oil spills and
other accidents. Admiral James Gracey,
Commandant of the United States Coast
Guard, and retired Vice-Admiral Andrew
Collier, Commissioner of the Canadian

Coast Guard, signed the Joint Marine
Pollution Contingency Plan which

covers the Great Lakes as well as the
Beaufort Sea, Dixon entrance between
Alaska and British Columbia and the two

coasts. (Eco Log Week, September 30,
1983)

litti
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The Ontario Ministry ofthe Environment
has awarded a research grant of

$22,000 to Queen's University for a

study on long and short-term dispersal
of inorganic airborne contaminants

entering the environment from natural

and man-made sources. A group of
elements, among them lead, cadmium
and mercury, will be measured in air
particulates and their movements
determined. Scientists will also attempt
to correlate contaminant levels to
pollution sources such as industrial and

automobile emissions.
Advanced proton induced x-ray and

gamma-ray techniques will be used to
measure contaminant concentrations in

Materials Exchange, Great Lakes Waste
Exchange (Michigan), and lllinois
industrial Materials Exchange.

Con dentiality is protected since only
the originating exchange knows the
names of those listing wastes and all
inquiries are forwarded and processed

through that exchange. (Eco-Log Week,

September 30, 1983)

kiwi!

The international Union for the

Conservation of Nature and Natural

Resources and the International Institute

for Environment and Development are
developing a register of environmental
consultants. Qualified scientists who

pollution. Under the direction of Prof.

can serve short to medium terms and
who have a minimum of three years
post-bachelor experience should send
resumes to: Steve Berwick, "ED, 1319 F

Chemistry), the researchers will also

20004. (Environmental Health Letter,

airborne particulates of various sizes and
to provide information on short term air

J.D. McArthur (Department of

develop a correlation between the

concentrations of contaminants in
tree rings of core samples of red and
white pines and pollution sources which
can provide a natural record of
long-term air pollution. (Ministry of the
Environment News Release)
*

ti

The Canadian Environmental Law
Research Foundation will review
Ontario s environmental assessment
process as a research project financed
in part by a Ministry of the Environment

grant of $10,000.
The project will consist of research
studies by the Foundation followed by
consultation on the ndings with
interested parties. The consultative
review and comments will provide the
basis for the Research Foundation s

reportto the Minister aimed at improved

application of the environmental
process in protecting the environment.
tittt

Three waste exchanges are cooperating
by listing their available wastes in each

other's bulletins: Canadian Waste

Street NW, Suite 800, Washington, DC.

January 15, 1984)

t...

in January 1984 Ontario s Ministry of the
Environment released results of a study
of the Region of Hamilton-Wentworth s
Solid Waste Reduction Unit incineration.
With improved operating procedures
the plant can return to full operation
(500 tons/day) and still meet provisional

guidelines for dioxin emissions.
The Region restricted the incinerator
to 400 tons per day and 4 days per week
in February 1983 at the Environment
Ministry s request. Based on stack tests it
appeared that dioxin emissions would

result in ambient air conditions 10
percent in excess of the guideline.

(Ministry of the Environment News

Release, January 10, 1984)
it!!!

The Illinois Fishing Information Guide
issued for April 1984 - March 1985
warns that young children and women
who are pregnant, lactating or planning
to have children should eat little or no
older and large (7 pounds or more)
coho salmon, chinook salmon, and lake,
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rainbow or brown trout. The reason is

PCBs. (Soundings, April 1984)
tittt

The Ontario Referral Service opened

January 17, 1984. It provides direct

service for the public by answering
general inquiries and putting people
with more complex questions in contact

with the right person(s) in the federal
government to help them, often by

transferring me call.

Local callers may dial: in the Toronto

area, 926-1993; the Ottawa area,
995-7151; North Bay area, 476-4910. in
the 807 and 705 area codes, the toll free

number is 1-800-461-1664. The

remainder of Ontario may reach the
service on the toll free number

1 800 268 7207.
The Center, located at 1235 Bay St.,

8th Floor in Toronto will provide the
telephone referral service from 8:30 AM.

- 5:00 PM. on weekdays.

Northeastern
Wisconsin
Community
Meetings

still better ecosystem quality. The Board
wanted to meet the people, review
improvement activities and determine if
similar technical, institutional and
societal methods could be applied to
other geographic areas in the Great
Lakes Basin.
Green Bay media attended the April 3

news briefing held by Dr. Richard
Thomas, Canadian Co-Chairman of the

Science Advisory Board. Several
follow-up interviews, a noon television
talk show and both print and broadcast
news helped prompt citizen interest. The
Northeastern Wisconsin community
welcomed the Board and participated
beyond expectations in all events.
Media representatives and a few

citizen group members attended the

Board and committee sessions of April
4. The introductory reception and dinner
held that night was overbooked. Ralph
Bergman, Executive Director of the Bay
Lake Regional Planning Commission,
introduced his chairman Paul Wolpe s

welcoming remarks. (LS. Co-Chairman,

Vinton Bacon spoke about the Science
Advisory Board and its mandate;

Commissioner E. Richmond Olson

talked about the concept of community
and individual responsibility within that

context; and Canadian Co-Chairman

Richard Thomas discussed perceptions
of Canadian and US. citizens, the lakes
and programs to solve problems
plaguing them.
On the morning of April 5 the session
was held atthe Neville Public Museum of

Brown County. The morning

presentations provided those in the full
auditorium with a good overview of

activities relating to Green Bay
ecosystem issues. (An outline of the
program appears with this story.)

Talk of the presentations lled

luncheon conversations prior to
Department of Natural Resources
Secretary Carroll Besadny s address.

The Secretary identified current water
quality issues of interest and concern to
the Department. Among recent issues of
concern is the contamination of

groundwater. Specific problems exist
north of Green Bay in Door County

where disposal is inappropriate due to
subsurface soil and rock conditions.
Noted in the presentation was the
recently adopted groundwater
legislation passed by this session of the
Wisconsin legislature.
Following the luncheon, Jarrell

Yarbrough, of University of Wisconsin at
Green Bay, spoke about the Future of

e Science Advisory
Board successfully

the Bay (FOB) organization and its local

launched its new

meeting format in April when its

quarterly meeting was held in Green Bay

at the invitation of the Bay-Lake
Regional Planning Commission
(BLRPC).
The Science Advisory Board

accepted the BLRPC's invitation

because the Bay has shown dramatic
improvements in the recent past.
Problems remain, but agencies

continue to work together in and with the
community coordinating technical
studies and cleanup efforts to achieve

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol9/iss3/1

April 5 speakers for Session ll

Commissioner E. Richmond Olson
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consensus management efforts.
Through examining theoretical
literature, comparative case studies and

the FOB work Mr. Yarbrough reached
several conclusions: 1 ) alone consensus
management cannot accomplish
ecosystem rehabilitation; consistent
nancial and political support from the
local power structure and governmental
levels is also necessary. 2) FOB has
worked well and should continue, but

the above conclusion should be
recognized. 3) The level of participation
in FOB has been mixed; technical
advisors consistent, steering committee
weak, and the general public only at
conferences. 4) Attempts to broaden
participation and general community
support for FOB could provevaluable to

the residents of Northeastern
Wisconsin.

A workshop session concluded the
program. Seven tables of approximately
10 people each exchanged perceptions,
opinions and comments about the
preceeding programs, the water quality
issues and the Future of the Bay as an

effective organization. Comments

9
educational approaches. 4) FOB should
not narrow its focus to only one issue. It
should address several from a
comprehensive program approach.

Summary
The new SAB format and the program

designed by the BLRPC succeeded.
General reaction of the members of the
SAB and Northeastern Wisconsin
community was very positive. Benefits
included greater visibility for the Future
of the Bay organization, increased
knowledge of Green Bay among local
participants and other attendees, and
the potential of increased local,

AGENDA
SCIENCE ADVISORY BOARD
INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION
Thursday, April 5, 1984
Neville Public Museum of Brown County

PHYSICAL AND LIFE SCIENCE
PRESENTATIONS

Session I - Research Ouewiew and Toxics Chairman, Dr. H. J. Day, Professor, University of

Wisconsin - Green Bay
Great Lakes Research Overview - Dr. Robert
Ragotzkie, Professor, Director, UW Sea Grant
Institute, University of Wisconsin - Madison

Toxics - Monitoring of Fish in Green Bay:
Chemical - Dr. John Sullivan, Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources - Madison
Toxics - Avian and Toxic Impact in Green Bay
Birds I: Biological Dr. H. J. Harris, Professor,

international association on water

quality issues. The Board and its
Standing Committee on Social and
Economic Considerations will continue
the dialogue begun in Green Bay with
many Wisconsin residents.

Coordinator of Subprogram of University of
Wisconsin - Green Bay Sea Grant Institute.
Toxics - Avian and Toxic Impact in Green Bay

Birds ll: Chemical - Timothy Kubiak, Fish and

Wildlife Biologist, US. Fish and Midlife
Service, Green Bay, \Msconsin
Session II - Sedimens, Nutrients, Carbon
Budget, Fishery, and Watershed - Chairman

The SAB plans a similar meeting in

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario,

September 26-28. If you wish to attend
or could assist in publicizing that
meeting, write to the Focus editor for

Robert Fisher, Principal Planner, Bay-Lake
Regional Planning Commission

Sediments - Toxic Transport and Sediment
Deposition in Green Bay - Dr. David

details.

Edgington, Director, Center for Great Lakes
Studies, University of \Msconsin - Milwaukee

extracted from the session include the

following: 1) water quality, toxics and

Nutrients - Trends in Trophic Status of Green
Bay - Dr. Paul Sager, Professor, University of

sediment problems are major concerns.
2) A basinwide ecosystem approach
needs to be fostered - the piecemeal
approach should be eliminated. 3)
Public and private involvement should
be increased in part through expanded

Wisconsin - Green Bay
Carbon Budget - Primary Production 8 Midbay
Oxygen Depletion - Dr. Martin Auer, Professor,
Michigan Techniological University
Fishery - Fishery Regulation, Fishing Gear
Modi cations and Perch Population - Brian

Belonger, Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources - Marinette

I};

SAB s United States Co-Chairman Vinton Bacon

was one of the workshop participants

Watershed ' Watershed and Downstream

Relations in Fox River and Green Bay - David
Wentland, Environmental Engineer, FoxValley
Water Quality Planning Agency

Luncheon Speaker, C. D. Besadny, Secretary
of the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources - Environmental Issues Related to

the Waters of Green Bay and Lake Michigan
Dr. Jarrell Yarbrough, Associate Professor,

I
I a.

Carroll Besadny
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Part of the audience at the Neville Public Museum

University of \Msconsin - Green Bay - An
Analysis ofthe Future ofthe Bay Organization"
Workshop/Discussion on Future Social,
Political and Economic Issues Affecting the
Improvement of Water Quality Within the Fox
River and Green Bay
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Transportation
of Bull:
Hazardous
Cargoes on the
Great Lakes
by Robert I. Refs
e regulatory function of
the Coast Guard has

recently become much
more important in the identi cation,
recognition, and protection of the Great

Lakes. This article focuses on two

questions: (1) Do the Coast Guard
regulations address the need to

distinguish the Great Lakes from other
water bodies in setting standards for

shipping, dockside management,
transport design, and other aspects of
hazardous cargo transportation? (2) If

they do not, do they provide apattern of
regulation which meets the needs of the
Great Lakes to be treated differently
from rivers or oceans?
There have been calls for

simpli cation of the regulations, with a
clear delineation of responsibilities and

jurisdictions. It has also been
recommended that methods be

established to provide for better
collection of data on cargo and its
transport routes, as well as the

maintenanCe of easily accessible

records to improve enforcement,

incident management, and contingency
plans. The lack of such data suggests

that regulations already enacted, which
deal speci cally with the Great Lakes,

may not be responsive to the policies
and goals of Great Lakes protection.

The primary regulatory agency over

shipping and ports on the Great Lakes is
the Coast Guard. It is responsible for

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol9/iss3/1

regulating waterborne transportation,
both commercial and recreational. its
spatial jurisdiction includes all the
navigable inland waters of the United
States, as well as the coastal and
territorial waters. The regulations of the

Coast Guard reflect a division of

responsibilities. The first involves control
over the mechanics of shipping, and the
second is concerned with control over
discharges characterized as pollutants

from any source-- land-based,

ship-based or otherwise. The rst set of
concerns is addressed in Title 46 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Shipping. The second set is articulated

in the legislation of the Clean Water Act

and the regulations thereunder, Title 33

CFR.
The regulations under Title 46 form
an interesting pattern. Viewed from the

perspective of a complete transaction,
the regulations cover the entire shipping
process, from initial storage dockside,
through loading and shipping, and,
nally, through unloading and storage
dockside. The pattern is as follows: (1)
point of transshipment-- port storage
prior to loading onboard ship; (2)

cargoes which can be labeled as being
of particular concern. These cargoes
fall within three major classifications: (1 )
those which are hazardous (this could
be characterized as those which are
either explosive or caustic); (2) those
which in kinds or in quantity present a

particular or general environmental

problem (these would be chemicals or
agents which are toxic, carcinogenic, or
the like); (3) those which would come
under the heading of oil or related
petroleum products.
Title 33 CFR was enacted pursuant to

the mandates of the Clean Water Act.

The regulations make mention of the
Great Lakes at points, but the majority of
the substantive provisions include the
Great Lakes without further distinction
from other water bodies. While there are
provisions specifically applicable to and
directed at the Great Lakes, there is little
obvious logic to the distinctions or
exceptions which are made, and no
visible pattern of environmental

concern.

It would appear, even to a casual

observer, that some comprehensive

transfer of cargo, particularly oil, on to

plan should be identified, applicable
solely to the Great Lakes. It should
contain detailed provisions for cleaning

cargo handling; (5) instructions to be
provided to the master ofthe ship by the

and security, and transshipment to small
barges and vessels. In response to the
repeated requests for minimal baseline
data, the regulations should also provide
for the collection of detailed data on the

the ship; (3) construction and design of
the ship onto which the cargo is loaded;
(4) ancillary on-board storage facilities
to provide for ballast and segregated

owner of the vessel or person

responsible for the cargo; (6) handling
of cargo while in transit; (7) certification

of personnel aboard ship; (8)
transshipment between or among
vessels; and (9) transfer from ship to
port, and storage at port after delivery.

The regulations provide for

jurisdiction and control over the entire
process of shipment by treating the
process as a single transaction to be
accounted for from inception to
completion, and the pattern is further

honed by identi cation of discrete

ballast, emergencies, reporting, storage

frequency and magnitude of spills,
clean-up provisions, damages,

frequency of transport versus rate and
frequency of spill, particular locations of
hazard, and so forth. instead, a
transactions approach is taken to cover
the entire process of shipment and

storage. What emerges from any review

of the regulations is the realization that

only minor recognition is given to the
Great Lakes as a distinct water system.
A scienti c and legal basis for

requiring more explicit recognition and
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regulation can be illustrated by the case
of Manufacturing Chemists
Association us. Costle. When the
Administrator of the EPA identi ed 271
chemicals as hazardous substances
under the Clean Water Act, bringing into
play extensive reporting, cleanup, and

liability provisions, the plaintiffs brought

an action to enjoin enforcement of the

proposed regulations. Among the
substances listed as hazardous by the

proposed regulations were those for
which the plaintiffs had secured permits,

in conformance with National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permits. lf enforced, the

plaintiffs would have to cease
operations, or spend millions of dollars
on new facilities to bring their operations
into compliance.

Among the tests applied by the court
in deciding to grant the injunction was

the likelihood that the challenge to the

regulations would succeed on is merits.
The court identi ed the following factors
on which to base its decision that the
regulations were likely to be held
arbitrary, capricious, and out of keeping

with the intent of Congress: (1) that the
standards adopted by the EPA appeared
to be inconsistent with the legislative

mandate to consider the location,

circumstances and conditions of the
discharge; and (2) that the method for

measuring harmful quantities of a
hazardous substance was not based on
the substance, its concentration, and the
nature of the receiving body, but rather
was selected because of its ease of use
and understanding. The court went on
to say that the system (of regulation)
must have some rational relationship

to the harm sought to be prevented.
Thus it can be seen that a major factor in

the court's decision to enjoin
enforcement of the EPA's proposed

regulations was that the guidelines did
not account for the characteristics of the
individual water body in question.

The case of Manufacturing

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1983
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Chemists accentuates the attempt to
articulate a concern over the regulatory
pattern of the CFR. What are the criteria

or norms which determine when
activities must be monitored or
responded to by the Coast Guard? What

standards will be applied speci cally to
the Great Lakes to prevent harms which

may be unique to their waters? The
regulations, for example, allow bilge
discharges at sea with some
contamination. It is unclear whether
these discharges either are, or should
be, permitted on the Great Lakes under

any circumstances. The regulations are
further ambiguous regarding the

consequences an emergency discharge
would have on the Great Lakes, as
distinguished from one on the high seas
or in coastal waters.

While the regulations do not provide
objective criteria to differentiate the

water bodies and the potential harms

resulting from such discharges, as the
Court in Manufacturing Chemists
would require, it might be argued that
the necessary distinctions are implicit in
the discretion exercised by the Coast
Guard in its permitting, monitoring, and
inspection processes. But these

standards, assuming they exist, are not
capable of external review. This is in

contrast to the situation presented in

Manufacturing Chemists, where the
EPA had contracted with a research

institute to develop a system for
determining the hazard presented by the

discharge of various substances, based
on concentrations and the harmful
effects of such discharge. The resulting

report, recommending a system which
took into account various characteristics

of the receiving water body,was rejected

by EPA because the agency felt it was

excessively complex. Generally,
regulations are not supplemented by
express or outside studies. This makes

effective judicial review extremely
dif cult.

The shortcomings of the regulations

and the issues raised in the case of
Manufacturing Chemists highlight the
need for a comprehensive study of the
impact of discharges from bulk cargoes,

discharges of oil and related substances,
and other hazards associated with the

transportation on the Great Lakes. The

recommendations of the commentators
do not appear to have resulted in any
speci c program for securing baseline
data on the environmental quality of the
Great Lakes, on the frequency of
transportation of all cargoes on the
Great Lakes, or on the frequency of
discharge during storage or transport of
all cargoes on the Great Lakes. The lines
drawn by existing regulations,

differentiating control based on whether
the vessel is engaged in shipments
elsewhere than on the Great Lakes,
based on tonnage, and based on other

general criteria, do not appear to make
the ne distinctions necessary to protect

the waters of the Great Lakes. While
there are speci c provisions in the CFR
concerning Great Lakes pilotage, and

intermediate provisions re ecting
concern over Great Lakes loadlines and
the like, there does not appear to be an
overall scheme designed to protect
speci cally the special character of the

Great Lakes.
While regulatory provisions directed
at the Great Lakes may possibly be no
more than can be read into existing
provisions of the CFR, a complete and
comprehensively articulated set of Great
Lakes policies is needed, in order to

determine whether the regulatory

pattern adequately protects the Great

Lakes as a resource. The Great Lakes

demand separate treatment and

regulations speci cally designed to
prevent discharges and minimize the
harmful consequences of accidental
discharges.
About the Author
Robert l. Reis is an attorney, Professor of Law at the
State University of New York at Buffalo, and
Director of the New York Sea Grant Law Program.
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Shipping
and the
Great Lakes
Water Quality
Agreement
he 1978 Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement acknowledges

and reaf rms the right of the United
States and Canada to use the lakes for

shipping. However, it also recognizes
that the economic bene ts of shipping
are not without environmental costs.
Some cargoes are toxic; others may
contain oil or other hazardous or
polluting substances. Almost anything
can at some point be spilled
accidentally. Vessels and crews produce
wastes, and these too present a potential
contribution to pollution.
Within the Agreement are several

Annexes dealing with pollution from

shipping. The two Governments are
responsible for 4 - Discharges of Oil and

Hazardous Polluting Substances from
Vessels, 5 - Discharges of Vessel Wastes,
and 8 - Discharges from Onshore and
Offshore Facilities. The Coast Guards of
the two nations are involved in carrying
out activities of the Parties under these
three Annexes. The Coast Guards are
directly responsible for Annexes 6 Review of Pollution from Shipping

Sources and 9 - Joint Contingency Plan.
Annex 4 requires compatible
regulations to prohibit and appropriately

penalize discharges of oil and hazardous
polluting substances from vessels.
Should such discharges occur,

immediate notice is to be given the
jurisdiction in which it occurs. Failure to
notify is subject to penalties. There are to
be compatible regulations for the

design, construction and operation of

vessels so that onboard spills and oily

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol9/iss3/1

wastes can be contained, loading and
unloading operations stopped in
emergencies, hose failures minimized,

night operations well lighted and
personnel trained in handling these
cargoes. For hazardous substances

further precautions are taken:

identi cation of vessels carrying such
cargoes, identi cation of the cargoes in
vessel manifests, and procedures for

notifying the appropriate agency of all
hazardous polluting substances. The

Governments pledged to take action to
ensure adequate facilities for the
reception, treatment and disposal of
such substances.

Annex 5 calls for compatible

regulations to prohibit the discharge of
garbage and the discharge of harmful

amounts or concentrations of

of regulations for the control of oil and

hazardous polluting substances be
established for onshore and offshore
facilities as Annex 4 requires for ships.

Six months after the Agreement was
signed the Parties were to submit a

report to the IJC outlining existing and
proposed programs and measures for
each of the following: land
transportation, including rail and road;

pipelines on land or submerged;

offshore drilling rigs and wells; storage
facilities; wharves and terminals with

connections to other structures used for
handling such substances. The
Commission was, in consultation with
the Parties, to review the report and

make recommendation.
Annex 9 calls for the Joint

Contingency Plan for the Great Lakes

wastewater. it requires vessels with toilet
facilities to be equipped to incinerate,
treat or contain sewage. There are to be
appropriate penalties for violations. The
Annex provides for the designation of

(CANUSLAK) established in June 1974
to be maintained and improved. The
Coast Guards are to provide for rapid
and integrated response to pollution

discharge can be prohibited, and states

to develop preparedness measures and

areas where wastewater or sewage

that regulations may be established
requiring pleasure craft and other
classes of vessels to have sewage
containment devices. The Governments
again pledge adequate shore facilities.

Annex 6 calls for the Coast Guards to

review services, systems, programs,

incidents in the Great Lakes System.
Through the plan the Coast Guards are
effective systems for discovery,

reporting, containment and cleanup.
(See Collision in Focus 8-1 and look

for a status report of how the Parties and

the Coast Guards have carried out their
responsibilities in a future Focus.)

recommendations, standards and

regulations of shipping. Annually the'
Coast Guards and other interested
agencies are to meet to exchange
information, identify and prioritize

problems requiring further study and
assign responsibilities for such studies,
and to provide a report of their

consultation to the lJC. Where review
identi es areas for improvement, the
Coast Guards and other interested

agencies are to establish and conduct
studies of ways to improve abatement
and control of pollution from shipping

sources.

Annex 8 requires that the same kinds

The Fifth Annual Meeting of the Society
of Environmental Toxicology and

Chemistry (SETAC) will be held
November 4-7, 1984, at the Hyatt
Regency Crystal City Hotel, Arlington,
Virginia. The theme of the meeting will
be The interface of Laboratory and
Field Data: Predicting and

Understanding Environmental Effects,"
and will emphasize the relationship

between laboratory investigations and
actual environmental effects of
contaminants. To obtain a list of
technical sessions, contact SETAC, P.O.
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Box 352, Rockville, MD 20850;
(301) 468-6704).
Ki

t

The Conservation Foundation sSecond
National Conference on Environmental
Dispute Resolution,

will be held

October 1 and 2, 1984, at the J.W.

Marriott Hotel, in Washington, DC. The
conference is for business leaders,
environmentalists, litigators, public
of cials, mediators, and others

interested in new approaches for
resolving environmental disputes. Early
registration at $145 is urged; after

September 7, the fee is $195. For further

information, please contact Gail
Bingham, senior associate, or Yvonne

Lewis, conference manager, at The
Conservation Foundation, 1717
Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.,

Washington, DC. 20036; (202)
797-4300.

More on Acid
Deposition
atersheds surrounded by
highly acidic soils

become acidified

because of the role atmospheric sulfate
plays in stripping aluminum and
hydrogen ions from the soil, rather than
by the leaching of natural acids into the
water as some researchers previously
believed. This finding was issued in a
report by the nine-member

Environmental Studies Board,

convened by the National Research

Council/National Academy of Sciences.
The report was presented last month to
EPA Administrator William D.

Ruckelshaus.

Soil characteristics of the drainage
area aid in the discovery of the

chemical weathering" rate of a body of

water. The panel said some

quick

response lakes react rapidly to
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increased sulfur dioxide deposition due
to a lack of base cations, such as
calcium and magnesium. Lakes

appearing to suddenly become acidi ed
may have exhausted available reserves

of base cations in watershed soil, or the

increase of sulfate deposition may have
been more than natural buffers could
handle.

Scientists have only recently linked

soils surrounding watersheds to surface
water chemistry. Determining the ability

of the soil surrounding a watershed to

neutralize sulfates, the report said, is a

pivotal factor in predicting and

preventing the acidification of water

bodies. Board members recommended

additional studies to provide a data base
on soil properties in important
watershed areas. (from Water
Newsletter, April 16, 1984)

LAW AND THE COURTS
The US. Congress will consider bills to
increase wetlands acquisition and also
measures to keep wetlands protection in

the Clean Water Act. HR 3082 and S
1329 deal with acquisition. HR 4393 and
3282 deal with reauthorizing a stronger
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act to
protect wetlands than is pending in the

Senate.
The same 98th Congress is

considering nonpoint source pollution
legislation (S431, HR 4037). The Senate
bill provides grants to states
implementing nonpoint programs, but
stops short of enforcement
mechanisms. The House bill has not
come out of committee.
iii?!

In February Courtaulds (Canada)

Incorporated of 1150 Montreal Road,

Cornwall was charged by the Ministry of

the Environment under Section 16 (1)
and (4) of the Ontario Water Resources
Act. The charges pertain to the alleged

dumping of viscose into the St.

Lawrence River in June, 1983. (MOE

release; contact J. Steele 416/965-71 17)

Plans to
Modernize
OntariO s
Commercial
Fishery
ntario's Natural Resources
Ministry has plans to

modernize Ontario s

commercial fishery to protect fish stocks
from overharvesting and ensure the
future of
the resource.
There are two major principles
behind the program: conservation and
preservation of fish species, and

continued economic viability of the

industry and the people in it.

The Ministry will assign all licensed
shermen individual species quotas and
they will be required to record their sh
sales. Quotas will be based primarily on
past fishing performance and will be
reviewed annually. Beginning in January
1985, each sherman will be required to

pay fees based on these quotas.
The plan calls for self-policing by
members of the commercial

shing

community. The fees paid for quotas will
be lowered to recognize these

self-policing efforts.

The Ministry will also test a new
incidental catch sh handling system. All
such fish will be sold and the money will
be turned over to a fund jointly

administered by the Ontario Council of
Commercial Fisheries and the Ontario
Federation of Anglers and Hunters. The
fund will be used to promote sh

conservation programs. For more
information write to the Ontario Ministry

of Natural Resources, Communications
Services Branch, 99 Wellesley St. West,
Toronto, Ontario M7A 1W3 (416)

965-2756.
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l4
A Great Lakes
Perspective

clogged boating channels and turned
swimming beaches into sh chowder.
We were also adding high phosphate
detergents to our already antiquated and

overloaded sewage treatment plants.

by Carlos M. Fetterolf, Jr.

This resulted in local foam problems,
widespread lamentous algae problems
along many shorelines, and some

A lake is the landscape s most
beautiful and expressive feature. It

objectionable plankton algae blooms.
Beaches were closed to swimming, and

which the beholder measures the

there were short lter runs at public

is the earth's eye; looking into

water supply treatment plants.
Even before these recent symptoms
of sick lakes, the worst insult was in the
making; heavy metals, noxious

depth of his own nature. (Henry
David Thoreau)

few years ago, as
beholders looking into
the Great Lakes as the
earth s eye, Canadians and Americans
had to share the shame because of
man s exploitive nature and ignorance
as to how we should care for the

chemicals and the persistent pesticides

which accumulate in living animals and
plants. Residues of these materials in
sh cast a pall over the social and

economic aspects of Great Lakes
sheries. They have created a very real

problem for commercial shermen,
processors, and retailers; a shadow of

ecosystem.

A litany of our mistakes would include
the deforestation, farming, damming,
polluting and shing that caused the
changes which eliminated the Atlantic
salmon from Lake Ontario as early as
the 18905. We ve continued to lose
species from the Great Lakes right
through 1960 when the blue pike

doubt in the minds of every consumer
and recreational shermen; an added
question for the shery manager; a
symbol of defeat for the pollution control
agencies; and a mark for every
environmental management critic to

aunt as an example of the failure of the
system. Contaminants deny full use of
the Great Lakes shery resource. It's a
strange feeling to buy a shing license
and nd warnings and location
information advising which sh can't be,
eaten and which can, how much and
how often, by age and sex of human
consumers. Chemical residues in sh

disappeared from Lakes Erie and

Ontario. Never heard of the blue pike?
For a few years in the middle of this
century it was the most valuable
commercial species in the Great Lakes.

The sea lamprey entered Lake Erie
after opening of the Erie and Welland
canals in 1825 and 1829. Its population
expanded quickly in the upper lakes in
the 1940s and 50s. By 1955 the lake
trout harvest from Lakes Michigan and
Huron was 99% lower than the annual
sustainable yield of more than 10 million
pounds taken for several preceding
decades.
With the demise of the primary
predators, another invader from the sea,
the alewife, multiplied explosively and

suffered massive die offs. Their
carcasses plugged water intakes,

remain the number one problem in the
Great Lakes today. It s number one

because we have such a dif cult time
controlling inputs and in understanding
the effects of residues on Great Lakes
biota and on human consumers.
But things have been slowly changing
for the better. Perhaps the change
started way back 1956 when Woodie
Guthrie wrote, This land is your land,
this land is my land, this land was made
for you and me." The idea built and the
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people gradually realized that their lands
and waters were not being managed to

their bene t.
It was a crisis, and in every crises there
is both danger and opportunity.

Opportunity for Vernon Applegate (Fish
and Mldlife Service) to test 6,000
compounds and discover a chemical
selectively toxic to lampreys, opportunity

for Howard Tanner (Michigan

Department of Natural Resources) to
reintroduce Paci c salmon to the Great

Lakes, opportunity for Edmund Muskie

(US. Senator) to write environmental
legislation and for Congress to express
the people's will and pass it, and
opportunity for thousands of water

quality and shery workers to implement
programs taking advantage of the

improved conditions. Most people had

forgotten the neglected resource of the
Great Lakes. They had forgotten the
reasons beyond transportation and
water power that their cities were built on

the shores of the lakes and at the
mouths of rivers. When news of the
turnaround began to spread, the
response was overwhelming. New
harbors of refuge, marinas, restaurants,
motels, parks, launching facilities, and
even new highways had to be built to
accommodate the hoards affected by
shing mania.
The people turned once more to the

lakes. The advent of improved water

quality and a catchable, useable shery

resource has built a new constituency

for the Great Lakes, a public which
speaks for its resource. A feeling that
this is my resource," my lake," my
bay," my river" has developed. The
public has a new protective attitude

unlikely to allow the ecosystem insults of

the past. Revitalized, rehabilitated or

enhanced sheries in urban areas built a
support base to speak for pollution

control, and against improper dredging,
channelization, and other degrading
practices so common in and near urban
areas. Bad habitat management
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practices impact not only nearby waters,

but are rami ed far beyond the
immediate areas. Developing fisheries
and the interest of city dwellers in the

quality of their environment generates
social processes that work to the bene t

of offshore habitats and sheries and the
whole ecosystem.

Aldo Leopold s Sand County

Almanac published posthumously in

1949, reads as if it were written today.
Think of the foresight he had. Dr.
Leopold wrote of the necessity for a land
ethic: There is as yet no ethic dealing
with man s relation to land and the
animals and plants which grow upon
it....The land is still strictly economic,

entailing privileges, but not
obligations..." He explained that all

ethics so far evolved rest upon a single
premise: that the individual is a member
of a community to include soils, water,
plants, and animals, or collectively: the

land... He advises us to quit thinking

about decent land use as simply an

economic problem. He tells us to,
Examine each question in terms of
what is right, as well as what is
economically expedient... Land ethic is
a product of social evolution. The
mechanism of operation is the same as
for any ethic: social acclaim for right
actions; social disapproval for wrong

actions.
If we all start thinking These lakes are

your lakes, these lakes are my lakes,

these lakes were made for you and me
we ll start acting that way very quickly.
Not only will the lakes be better off, we ll
have a better feeling about
ourselves--and so will future
generations. Wouldn t we be proud to
leave a legacy based on preventive

programs rather than remedial ones?

About the Author
Carlos Fetterolf, Executive Secretary of the

Great Lakes Fishery Commission, served as a
member of Science Advisory Board for eleven
years. These remarks were presented when he

"retired" from the Board. Focus received
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permission to share them with our readers. Mr.

for several decades, possibly even

Fetterolf, who has been a member of many

hundreds of years, provides adequate

agreement groups in the past, will continue his lJC

involvement and contributions.

protection for the Niagara River. Ontario
shall therefore request physical removal

of the S-Area contaminants. Ontario

S-Area
Intervention
n February Ontario won
intervenor status in New York

State legal proceedings

involving proposed cleanup of the

S-area" site in Niagara Falls. Judge

John T. Curtin of the Federal Court of
Western New York gave Ontario the
right to present evidence and call

witnesses before he rules on the
acceptability of plans to control pollution
from the site owned by Occidental
Plastics and Chemical Company.
The proposed USEPA - Occidental
plan calls for:
-

lnstallation of systems, including a
barrier wall and tile drains, to

contain and collect chemicals that
have not yet migrated beyond the
land ll s boundaries.
Installation of a series of remedial

actions, including tile drains, an

improved intake system, and
replacement of all filter media, to
protect the drinking water plant.

- Conducting a series of surveys and
studies to determine both the

extent of past chemical migration
from the land ll and what

addi onal remedies are needed to
deal with it.
On April 9 legal representatives of
Ontario s Ministry of the Environment

led documents in opposition to the
proposed agreement on the cleanup of

Occidental's S-Area site in Niagara
Falls. MOE is not satis ed that the
proposed cleanup measures are
adequate.

Ontario does not accept that
containment of wastes in the S Area site

does not believe that the proposed

agreement provides adequate remedies
for, or protection against, the effects of
the contaminants migrating off-site.
Contaminants from the waste site are

also believed to be in the bedrock under
the Niagara River. Ontario wishes to
have Occidental Chemical Corporation
required to study the river bottom to

identify areas which could permit the

contaminants in the bedrock to rise and
enter the river and to carry out
contaminant surveys in the bedrock on

the Ontario side of the river to identify
any contaminant migration that may

have reached Canadian Territory.

Ontario believes there must be liability
imposed on the company now for any

off-site effects of the contaminants and
that strict provisions should be imposed
requiring remedial treatment of
contaminants where any hazard to
health or the environment is identi ed.

Great Lakes
Teaching
Resources
Available
esults of studies of student
knowledge about the oceans

and the Great Lakes indicate

a need for increased awareness of those
aquatic systems and greater
understanding of the impact they have

on the lives of people in North America.
The Ohio Sea Grant Education Program
has developed OEAGLS (Oceanic
Education Activities for Great Lakes
Schools) to take the concepts from the
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curriculum modules that use teaching
approaches and materials appropriate
for children in grades five through nine.

OEAGLS are designed to be easily
integrated into existing curricula.
Investigations are characterized by:
- interdisciplinary subject matter:

analyzed for aluminum levels, since one

effect of acid precipitation allows
aluminum and other metals to be

science, social studies, math,

humanities
- short activities of l-3 class periods long
minimal equipment needs
- standard page size and high contrast
print for easy duplication
- student workbook plus teacher guide
- extension activities for follow-up
The teachability of the materials has
been demonstrated in middle school
classrooms, and content accuracy

released from lake bottom sediments or

leached from surrounding soils.
Aluminum can damage fish gills and
inhibit the growth of plant roots.
Multiple samples of water will be taken
in at least eight lakes in order to

determine differences in water quality
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within a lake. Two waters are also

scheduled for test netting of fish in

has connection with their possible inclusion

been assured by critical reviews. Titles
include: The Great Lakes Triangle,
Getting to Know Your Local Fish,

Shipping: the World Connection, PCBs
in Fish; A Problem?, We Have Met the
Enemy,

Selected water samples will also be

uonag

context. OEAGLS is a group of 23

are monitoring or control waters
which are checked on an annual basis to
help document yearly variations in water
chemistry clue to factors such as climate
and biological changes.
All water samples will be analyzed for
pH level, conductivity and calcium.

ue gubgw

existing school curriculum and present
them in an oceanic and Great Lakes

ZEZQV
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andCoastal Processes and

Erosion. For further information and a

descriptive catalog, contact: Ohio Sea

Grant Education Program, 059
Ramseyer Hall, 29 West Woodruff,
Columbus, Ohio.

New Acid Rain
Study Underway

in an experimental liming project.

Since 1975, when the department

began specific surveys for acid
precipitation studies, 1,047 Adirondack
lakes and ponds have been sampled.
The Department has determined that
199 or 19 percent of these waters are

critically acidified with a summer surface
pH below 5.0. This represents a total
area of more than 10,000 acres. Prior to
1975, the Department documented an

additional 36 ponds at critical acid
levels. Most of these waters either lack
sh populations or have greatly reduced
numbers and species. (From
Environment, August 22, 1983.)

he New York Department
of Environmental Conservation

has begun new sampling of

155 remote lakes and ponds in the
Adirondacks to further assess the effects
of acid precipitation on the region s

waters.

Approximately 91 of the 155 lakes
and ponds to be sampled have not been
examined by the Department in the past
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eight years. Conversely, forty ofthe lakes
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